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We have come to the final
months of my three years as
president of SCOA. I still believe
that I was an odd choice to
follow George Gamboa, Ross
Prout, Jack Lytle, and Bob
Huntington, but I am certainly
proud to have done so. I had a
few goals in mind when Bob
passed the torch to me, and I
am happy to report that we have
achieved nearly all of them –
and in many ways we have far
exceeded my expectations.

I’d also like to thank Bach Le for
his tireless search for the talent
that has graced our podium for
the past two years. We are all
the better for the time and effort
he puts forth as our program
chairman.
And although I am proud of all
of our board members, I would
like to single out Dean
Lang, Jim Jensvold, and John
Scaramella for being sounding
boards for me over my time
as president. It was a truly
gratifying experience to have
such a wealth of knowledge,
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common sense, and support
available to me, and I hope to
provide the same down the line.
SCOA is a very special
organization.
From
humble
beginnings, SCOA has grown
into a truly professional and
substantive group. We provide
excellent continuing education
offerings at a reasonable cost,
with the opportunity to socialize
with colleagues and peruse
the latest and greatest surgical
toys and tools in the business.
And my best guess is that the
docs that take the reins after
me, starting with Dean Lang, will
have plenty of innovative ideas
to take SCOA to an even higher
level.
I am looking forward to our
meeting on October 30, 2013. I
hope to see many of you there.
Respectfully,
Ted
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Theodore A Tanabe DDS

As you all know, the position of
president is one of facilitation
while others do the hard work.
And no one works harder
and has sacrificed more for
SCOA than Susan Smith. I am
proud of Susan for helping us
reach our financial goals,
and I am extremely happy to
report that that SCOA is now
fiscally healthy.

AL

President’s Message

Wednesday October 30
Hilton Pasadena
Hands-On Course 4 CEU
8 AM to 12 PM
Lecture Course 8 CEU
12 PM to 8 PM
Fall Meeting Brochure Insert:
Topics, Presenters,
Registration Details and
Schedule for Both Courses
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John J Lytle DDS MD
Reflections on Changes in Dental
Education and Practice
The profession of dentistry continues to thrive
despite a multitude of changes that have had an
impact on the delivery of dental care since I
entered the profession more than a half-century
ago in 1958. At that time, the entering dental
students were mostly white males with obvious
quotas set for minority students. There were no
African American students in any of the classes
before or after me, very few women, and it
appeared that there was a cap on Asian students at
about ten per cent of the student body at any given
time. There were still a significant number of World
War II veterans entering dental school at that time.
Ten years after the war these veterans were just
getting started in our profession. Most of these
returning veterans were ten or more years older
than the youngest entering freshmen; one entering
freshman was 38.

MEETING STAFF
Vicki Hanes • Pat Parsons • Patti Purdom
Henrietta Romero • Sandy Wells

SCOA ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
8236 Garibaldi Ave
San Gabriel CA 91775-2436
Tel 626-287-1185
Fax 626-287-1515
orofacial@compnow.com
www.socalorofacial.org

I thought the environment was competitive at the
time and it was, just not as competitive as it was to
later become. I later learned that the lowest
birthrate for our nation occurred in 1936, two years
after I was born when the great depression was still
in full swing. The director of admissions at the time
told me they had seven hundred applicants for one
hundred places in the entering class of 1954.
Continued on Page 4
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DENTSPLY Implants is a leading provider
of comprehensive implant solutions that
alllow for successful long-term outcomes.
The comprehensive offering
includes the ANKYLOS®,
ASTRA TECH Implant System™
and XiVE® implant lines, digital
technologies such as ATLANTIS™
patient-specific abutments,
Symbios ™ regenerative bone
products and professional
development programs.

We are dedicated to continuing the
tradition of DENTSPLY International,
the world leader in dentistry with
110 years of industry experience,
by providing high quality and
groundbreaking oral healthcare
solutions that create value for
dental professionals, and allows
for predictable and lasting implant
treatment outcomes, resulting in
enhanced quality of life for patients.

We invite you to join us on our journey to redefine implant dentistry.
For more information, visit www.dentsplyimplants.com.

Facilitate™
www.dentsplyimplants.com
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Currently USC has 3500 applications for 140
places in the entering class. That translates into
25 applicants for each available position; quite
an increase over the six other persons I was
competing with sixty years ago.
The tuition was formidable at the time: $300 per
semester plus $600 for the equipment issue. My
dad was a dentist in solo practice in Glendale and
had been successful, but was by no means
wealthy by the standards of that time. A new
Chevrolet could be purchased for $2500. Dinner
for two on an evening out could easily be less than
$10. Our monthly rent was $75 for a nice one
bedroom apartment. My wife worked full time and
I worked part time. Upon graduation, the local
dental supply houses held parties to explain how
to get started in your own solo practice. They
would help you find a location, introduce you to a
local bank and if you seemed reasonably credit
worthy following graduation, a loan could be
obtained to equip an office and you were off to a
running start as a general practitioner. Patients
often flocked into the offices of young USC
graduates who were thought to be the besttrained dentists in the nation.
Fast-forward now to students entering USC
Dental School this year. Tuition and equipment
“rental” runs $75,000 per year. Entering students
all have a four-year college degree and are on
average 26 years old. Many have advanced
degrees in other fields and half of the class is
female. Upon graduation they are for the most part
looking for a job as a dentist in a large group
practice, an associate position with a senior
dentist in private practice near retirement or
continuing their studies in a dental specialty. Very
few of our graduates have the option to select a
Southern California location of their choice, equip
an office and enter solo private practice. It is my
understanding that salaries in large multispecialty

practices for entering general dentists are often
less than $150,000. Most students have taken
advantage of government guaranteed student loan
programs and many have debt in amounts
approaching $400,000. The average age at
graduation is approaching 30 years. If these
students graduate with this large debt burden into
a profession that doesn’t offer the joys of running
a solo independent business and practicing
high quality restorative dentistry, it seems our
profession has lost a great deal of the appeal of
dentistry as a lifelong career.
What does the future hold? There are still a large
number of solo private practitioners practicing on a
fee for service basis. If the graduate is willing
to move away from California, there are more
opportunities in the middle and southern parts of
the country. The various insurance programs,
some an outgrowth of organized dentistry’s
concerns about the future of dental practice, are
helpful but not a fix for a long term trend that may
endanger the health of the profession in the future.
The fact that the government and the public have
so far determined that dental care is not a “right”
but still a part of a free economy weighs in the
favor of our continued relative prosperity. It seems
to me that we must prepare our students to provide
services that the government is unlikely to
determine must be provided to all and supported
by a single payer system.
I think that practice model could look like the
solo or group practices we see today. These future
dentists can focus on the functional and cosmetic
aspects of dentistry; work with a smaller group of
dental specialists who survive in independent
office environments, perhaps as the legacy of
current specialty practices or as new startups.
Many will not be that fortunate and will be
employees of large multi-state and multi-specialty
practices. In some jurisdictions it is not
necessary to be a dentist to own and operate a
dental practice.
Continued on Page 6
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Dr Lytle, Continued from Page 4

Specialists in oral surgery and implantology will
continue to find work. General dentists who take
short courses in implantology are learning about
the realities of our tort system of civil justice.
Implants that become displaced or that impinge
on sensory nerves are a common occurrence and
these unexpected outcomes have a devastating
effect on practitioners who suffer financial loss,
large increases in professional liability premiums,
official criticism from the Dental Board and
restrictions on their practice up to and including
possible loss of license to practice. General
dentists who expand their scope of practice must
always keep in mind that they are held to
the same level of care as that provided by a
specialist. Office records must be complete
and comprehensive. No longer can a one-line
entry be considered sufficient. A general dentist’s
operative report must be present and must
contain all the elements of an operative report
completed by an oral and maxillofacial surgeon.
Given all the changes I have witnessed over six
decades in the dental profession, would I enter
the dental profession today? Unequivocally yes.
John J Lytle DDS MD
Clinical Professor
Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
The Ostrow School of Dentistry of USC

WELCOME NEW SCOA MEMBERS
Yervant G Aslanian DDS MD
Glendale/OMS
Todd B Benia DMD MScD
Covina/Perio
Nicholas A Breig DDS
Loma Linda/OMS
Christopher Choi DDS MD
Rancho Cucamonga/OMS
Matthew E Dudziak DDS MD
Rancho Cucamonga/OMS
Christopher E Henderson DDS
Rancho Cucamonga/OMS
Alan S Herford DDS MD
Loma Linda/OMS
Jerry D Merrell DDS
Solvang/OMS
Parvaz Mizrahi DDS MPH
Beverly Hills/OMS
Steven D Nytko DDS MS
San Diego/US Navy/Perio
Richard Torchia DDS
San Diego/OMS
Mark M Urata MD DDS
Glendale/OMS
Reed E Van Wagenen DDS
Fresno/OMS

IN MEMORIAM
SAVE THIS DATE!
WEDNESDAY
APRIL 16, 2014
SCOA 12th Annual
Spring Scientific Meeting
8 AM to 8 PM
Hands-On Course
Lecture Course
Millennium Biltmore Hotel
Los Angeles

Edward E Black DDS MS
Charter Member of SCOA

The Southern California Orofacial Academy is not
affiliated with the California Association of Oral and
Maxillofacial Surgeons or the American Association
of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons; is not politically
motivated; includes oral and maxillofacial surgeons,
other specialties and general dentists in California
and the western states; offers increased options for
continuing education, camaraderie and Southern
California locations for two scientific meetings each
year; is registered with the Dental Board of California
as a Dental Society and a CE Provider.
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Workflow integration | Humanized technology | Diagnostic excellence

CS 9300 / CS 9300 Select

Solutions that give you more
confidence at every angle
The CS 9300 extraoral imaging system combines outstanding image quality, low dose
exposure and high flexibility through selectable fields of view in one compact and
versatile solution. Now with every angle, you get a better, more accurate view of your
patients’ dental anatomy, allowing you to diagnose with confidence and ease.
• 5 x 5 to 17 x 13.5 cm fields of view including a new 10 x 10 cm for the CS 9300 Select
• Panoramic, 3D and optional cephalometric imaging
• Up to 90 μm image resolution
• Intelligent dose management

Visit www.carestreamdental.com/3Dimaging
and learn about which family member is right for you
© Carestream Health, Inc. 2013. 9344 AL AD 1013
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SCOA 11th Annual Spring Scientific Meeting

By Bach Le DDS MD
Program Chairman
Thanks to all of the presenters who helped us to
make our Spring Scientific Meeting so successful
and well-attended. Ziv Simon DMD MSc assisted by
Talia Shainhouse DDS presented our Hands-On
Course Soft Tissue Grafting.
Our Lecture Course topics and instructors included:
Custom Temporary Healing Caps to Maximize
Esthetics plus Grafting Options by Frank Pavel
DMD; Proliferative Verrucous Leukoplakia: A
Clinico-Pathologic Enigma by Ray Melrose DDS;
Reconstruction of Continuity Defects by Alan
Herford DDS MD; Alveolar Cleft Repair by Mark
Urata MD DDS; The Challenges of Treating the
Edentulous Maxilla by Aldo Leopardi BDS DDS MS;
and State of the Art in Surgical Implant Dentistry:
Myths or Realities? by Peter Moy DMD.
We appreciated the participation (and long hours) of
all our Silver Sponsors with special recognition
to Diamond Sponsor BioHorizons and Gold
Sponsors DoWell Dental Products and Osstell.

The SCOA Board of Directors
Welcomes Two New Doctors

David H Gilbert DDS MS
Membership Chairman

Dr Gilbert is Director of the Inland
Institute Oral & Maxillo-Facial Surgery,
an accredited teaching and surgery
center in Upland, California. His surgical
practice focuses on reconstructive and
cosmetic surgery.

Dennis-Duke R Yamashita DDS
Advisory Committee

Dr Yamashita is Section Chief, Oral and
Maxillofacial Surgery, Division of Endodontics,
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery and
Orthodontics, The Ostrow School of Dentistry
of USC and Los Angeles County/USC
Medical Center; Co-Director of Dentistry, Los
Angeles County/USC Medical Center, Section
Chair, USC University Hospital; Private
Practice in Montebello.
Drs Robert Lytle, Jim McAndrews, Alan Herford, Ray Melrose,
Ziv Simon, Bach Le with Susan Smith
Spring Meeting Photos Pages 10 & 11

Photography by Ron Stewart Pictures

The Board thanks Brian D Mudd DDS for his
many years of service to SCOA as
Membership Chairman and Golf Chairman. Dr
Mudd continues as an active SCOA member.
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Soft Tissue Grafting Hands-On Course, Spring 2013 Scientific Meeting, Biltmore Hotel
1

5

6

2

7
3

8
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1. Drs Ziv Simon, Ted Tanabe
2. Drs Ziv Simon, Jerry Merrell
3. Drs Ziv Simon, Bob Fontanesi
4. Drs Ziv Simon, Ted Tanabe, Dean Lang,
John Scaramella

5. Dr Parvaz Mizrahi
6. Drs George Brownridge, Raffi Margossian, Ziv Simon, Stan Hanes
7. Drs Keith Radack, Ziv Simon
8. Kevin Kim and Stephen Byun, DoWell Dental Products,
Gold Sponsor
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Lecture Course, Spring 2013 Scientific Meeting, Biltmore Hotel
1

5

2

6
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1. Dr
2. Dr
3. Dr
4. Dr

Alan Herford, presenter
Frank Pavel, presenter
Ray Melrose, presenter
Mark Urata, presenter

5. Dr Peter Moy, presenter
6. Dr Aldo Leopardi, presenter
7. Cam Hick, Osstell, Gold Sponsor
8. Emily Randall, BioHorizons, Diamond Sponsor
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When it comes to convenience,
Geistlich Bio-Oss® . . .
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The new Geistlich Bio-Oss Pen® brings
you Geistlich Bio-Oss® granules in a
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Geistlich Bio-Oss Pen® Instructions
for Use at: www.geistlich-na.com/ifu

Geistlich Bio-Oss® now in an
easy-to-use delivery system
www.BioOss-na.com

Geistlich Pharma
North America, Inc.
202 Carnegie Center
Princeton, NJ 08540
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Dental Implant
Technologies
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• Super ability in against electrosurgical
interference. Neither in cutting nor in burning,
ECG waveform and HR can be influenced, very
short recovering time after defibrillation,
especially suitable for use in emergency or
operating room.
Unique thoracic impedance & nasal tube
double model respiration test method (when
patient can not lie quietly, only nasal tube
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What You Don’t Know about W Howard Davis DDS
By John J Lytle DDS MD
From the Editor: On June 3, 2013 Susan Smith and
I met with Howard at his Bellflower office to ask questions
about his life, education, and career in oral and
maxillofacial surgery. We have attempted to conduct
interviews with senior members of our former Southern
California Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons to
preserve some of our history in a way that may be of
interest to the membership of SCOA and to future oral
surgeon historians and other interested parties.
Interview in Progress: W Howard Davis DDS (left)
Howard was very involved in many areas of oral and
with John J Lytle DDS MD
maxillofacial surgery, locally, nationally and internationally
during his long and productive career. He was and is
truly a lifelong student. His early life was not well known to me until Susan and I interviewed him for this
article. Wendell Howard Davis was born in 1926 at the Los Angeles Osteopathic Hospital on Temple
Street in Los Angeles. He dropped the “Wendell” and was always known to his friends as Howard and
professionally as W Howard Davis DDS.
During the early twentieth century there was a great population migration to Southern California and
Howard's family arrived here in the early twenties from Alliance, Ohio where his father had been an
outstanding high school athlete setting the pole vault record during his high school years. Howard's dad
found work as a carpenter for the Paramount Studios and the family made it through the difficult great
depression years of the 1930s. Howard attended local grammar schools and graduated from Fairfax High
School in 1943 during the United States complete immersion in the Second World War. Howard was
reluctant to say that he graduated six months early from high school and was able to enroll
immediately as an undergraduate at USC during a period that many high school graduates were
immediately inducted into the armed forces.
Typical for Howard he took a very heavy scholastic load and completed the required 60 units in one
calendar year and was admitted to the USC School of Dentistry in March 1945. He also met a USC
coed, fell in love, and married his lifelong partner Jane in 1946 at age 19. He was awarded the DDS
degree in 1948. He reluctantly revealed a fact I already knew; he received the Garret Newkirk Award
at graduation for all-around scholastic achievement in the class of 1948; great hand skills and
highest scholastic achievement, a combination that was sure to ensure success in the years to follow.
An interesting point that I learned while researching this information was that Howard’s son Chris also
received the Garret Newkirk award in 1975. They are the only father and son team to receive this
distinction in the history of USC Dental School to the best of my knowledge.
Three-year residencies were not available in Southern California at the time Howard graduated in
dentistry at USC and due to his outstanding scholastic and clinical skills he was hired by Howard Eckes
DDS, chairman of the oral surgery department at USC to work as an instructor in the oral surgery
clinic at the Dental School. At the conclusion of the year at school 1948-1949, he entered the Los
Angeles County Hospital Oral Surgery Internship where he served with distinction in 1949-1950.
Next came a very important decision in Dr Davis' career. He was offered positions in the offices of two
well-respected oral surgeons, S James Vamvas DDS, a 1934 graduate of USC and Adrian O Hubbell, a
1937 USC graduate who had introduced Sodium Pentothal outpatient anesthesia to the Los Angeles
area less than ten years earlier. Howard choose the Hubbell practice and worked with Adrian the next
four years 1950-1954, learning the many aspects of office oral surgery practice and where he immersed
himself in learning the techniques of outpatient general anesthesia and rapid removal of impacted,
malposed, and carious teeth.
Continued on Page 18
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Lytle, Continued from Page 16

Howard was enlisted in the Navy V-12 Program while in dental school, but could not accumulate enough
months of service to win permanent deferment following the end of the war. Uncle Sam was not about to
let this outstanding practitioner escape the full commitment of two years of military service. Howard
entered the US Navy in 1954 and served in San Diego for a year as an oral surgeon then a year in Long
Beach as a general dentist. During this period he and Jane decided Long Beach would be their
permanent area of residence.
This incredible go-getter began to build his office on Bellflower Boulevard shortly after discharge from
the Navy in 1956, and opened his practice where it stands to this day in 1957. Within three years he
was ready to add an associate, Herman Allenbach DDS a 1957 USC dental graduate who had just
completed the new three-year oral surgery residency program directed by Marsh Robinson DDS MD.
Dr Davis was an important faculty member in that fledgling residency program and his interests were wide
ranging. Always interested in general anesthesia, he taught the residents, me included, the basic pharmacology of the agents we were using.
Shortly after this period in the mid-sixties, Howard began traveling to European oral and maxillofacial
surgery centers and became acquainted with a number of famous European surgeons, Obwegesor and
others, and returned trained to perform many of these procedures that he outlined in his presentation that
accompanies this article. His son Christopher Davis DDS MD followed in his footsteps and became an
oral and maxillofacial surgeon. Christopher trained at the University of North Carolina, returned to
Southern California for ten years and then returned to open a private practice in North Carolina and raise
his family in that wonderful environment.
Howard selected numerous talented individuals to work with him over the years his practice flourished in
Bellflower. Dr Ronald Kaminishi eventually joined the group and became Howard's successor in practice.
I am sure there is more to tell, but if you carefully read Howard's contribution that accompanies
this editorial, you will realize that this gentleman really made a difference in our specialty here and
nationally.
John J Lytle DDS MD

Dr Lytle

Dr Davis

SCSOMS Past Presidents were honored on January 18, 1995. Seated from left: Frank Pavel DDS, Robert B Steiner DDS, S
James Vamvas DDS, Sheldon I Brockett DDS, C Stanley Phillips DDS, Roger S Kingston DDS, Frank E Barbee DDS MS;
Standing from left: Thomas A Seaton DDS, Robert W Thompson DDS, Ross W Prout DDS, Leland W Reeve DMD, Robert V
Fontanesi DDS MS, John J Lytle DDS MD, Howard P Boller DDS, Charles R Petty DDS MS, Dennis-Duke R Yamashita DDS,
W Howard Davis DDS, Leon Weissman DDS, Robert E Huntington DDS, Thomas H Birney DDS.
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MY RECOLLECTIONS
By W Howard Davis DDS

My story starts out before fluoridation, when a frugal young man brought his young bride in to have
all her teeth removed – not going to spend all that money on fillings. I talked to him like a Dutch uncle
because they were Dutch. Needless to say I didn’t remove her teeth. But this was an era when a
great many people lost all their teeth – like my father via the famous Dr Berto Olsen.
Thus you have all those unhappy folks with their floppy lower dentures. So some Europeans came
up with a crazy idea of putting a skin graft on the denture bearing surface of the mandible to make
the denture stable. Son of a gun, it worked. BUT, the procedure was very complicated and if any
steps were not done precisely, it would fail. So here I am in Zurich, intently watching professor
Obwegeser do all these intricate steps for several patients. Low and behold he asked me if I would
like to do the next case. Well I did, and I was so vigorous in the lingual dissection that I created a
pneumothorax – which was successfully treated – whew!
After returning home, realism set in. For patients this grafting procedure is a big deal. There are days
in the hospital with that expense; there is a hip donor site and significant mouth surgery with that
expense. So, for a patient, it is a big deal. For the surgeon it is a big deal – any failure will be long
remembered. Thus the success rate must be very high – virtually 100%. How can it be arranged that
any oral surgeon who attempts this procedure does it so perfectly? At our office we stewed over this,
and finally came to the conclusion that an extremely detailed book must be created for just this one
procedure. So, Dick Delo, Jay Weiner, and I created the 50 pages that helped lots of surgeons have
lots of successful outcomes.
Doing that procedure in the hospital seemed to generate peer respect for oral surgery.
It may have gained respect at the hospital, but it caused the State to ask the question: Does a
California dental license allow a dentist to do procedures outside the jaw area, like harvesting skin?
In meeting with some of the Dental Board people, we went round and round with
complicated verbiage, until the big problem was beautifully solved by adding the few words
“treatment may include all necessary related procedures.” Wow, how about that for
encompassing the scope of practice we were, and would be, trained for.
Well, we were sailing along, I mean grafting along. Then along came Branemark. For centuries folks
have been trying unsuccessfully to put foreign bodies in the jaws to replace missing teeth. Here
again another European, Per Ingvar Branemark, did it with titanium. Who would believe that a metal
would fool the jaws into thinking that it would fuse with bone (actually the bone was looking
primarily at titanium oxide of course). Well, time has shown us that this was one of the greatest
discoveries ever.
But oops, there goes the skin graft vestibuloplasty down the drain.
Then came one blessing after another. Not only did Branemark's implant stop the skin graft
vestibuloplasty, but it put an end to many bone grafts to strengthen severely resorbed mandibles.
Again who would have guessed that loading implants in the anterior mandible would cause bone
regeneration in the weakened posterior part of the mandible, but it happened predictably.
Related to the above, I had great pleasure in treating a fellow Rotarian. He was edentulous with
a severely resorbed mandible. We would have done a rib graft to strengthen his mandible, but he
had had a previous heart attack, so we decided on just implants to help him function. At that time
we did not know of the bone regeneration that could occur. But in the years that we followed him,
sure enough, he had dramatic regeneration of his weakened mandible.
Continued on Page 22
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Davis, Continued from Page 20

Another giant leap for us came with the ability to make life-changing corrections of jaw/facial
deformities – much more than just moving the mandible back.
Here the Europeans came through again. Americans who were welcomed by Hugo Obwegeser were
astounded by the many ways various parts of the jaws could be moved. Example! Who would believe
that you could mobilize the entire maxilla and still retain enough blood supply to prevent a disaster?
Karl Schuchardt and other Europeans, including Joseph Kufner from Czechoslovakia showed it
could be done. Meeting Kufner while visiting Obwegeser in Zurich precipitated a wondrous series of
events. Kufner was so advanced in orthognathic surgery that I wanted to invite him as speaker at our
Annual Meeting. However his ability to communicate was a question, and he was behind the iron
curtain. So in 1969 I arranged to visit him in Czechoslovakia. He nicely showed me what he would
present. He had translated 80 pages of text and had 250 slides. We went through the rigmarole of
dealing with the Czech communistic authorities, and It was then all set.
That’s what you think.
On January 19, 1970, the very day we were to pick him up, we received a telegram stating he was
not allowed to come to the US. Having been all set to have an outstanding orthognathic
lecture in Phoenix in four days, what were we to do? Immediate contact was made with the Czech
Minister of Defense, our Congressman, Nixon’s office, and the State Department to no avail. I let
Hugo in on the problem. Boy did he come through. He arranged for his associate, Milivoy Perko to
immediately fly over and make the presentation. How about that for friendship!
Hugo Obwegeser’s friendship allowed many of us Americans to pick his brain, advancing
orthognathic surgery to very high levels in the US.
My story continues not with the fun of investigating exciting new discoveries, but with the
anxiety of safeguarding of the wonderful outpatient anesthesia that oral surgeons created. It was not
easy. We had the anesthesiologists on one hand who couldn’t imagine how we could
possibly be operator and anesthetist. And on the other hand, were the rare deficient oral
surgeons who could spoil the barrel.
So there you have the anesthesiologists who, at the drop of the hat, would call for legislation to
prohibit our outpatient anesthesia, or at least call for a separate anesthesiologist.
Well, the hat did drop, via an oral surgeon having an untoward result, without even oxygen in the
office. You won’t believe this, but it did not make the papers. Whew! But it did hit the Southern
California Dental Association* Insurance Committee right between the eyes. So they called a
meeting with a couple of oral surgeons (Cap McCarthy and me) who recognized that there was more
to address than just oxygen in the office. So SCSOS took the bull by the horns and threw it clear
across the room. They left no stone unturned to establish that every office must have all equipment
and knowledge required for the safe administration of anesthesia. And, this must be verified by a visit
by one’s peers in the doctor’s office. How do you like that for invasion of privacy – you allow a
periodic visit of your office by your peers, or you’re out of the SCSOS.
*The California Dental Association had a North and South component initially, then became CDA.
(JJL Editor)
(How that requirement passed is a fun story. Gerry Shepard, our resident attorney, kept
drumming into our heads “Be careful of setting standards – it makes you vulnerable in lawsuits.” Man,
were we setting standards. In trying to make the office visit a requirement for membership in the
Continued on Page 24
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Davis, Continued from Page 22

Society, a bylaw change would be the usual path, but it was clear that Gerry’s admonition about
standards was going to keep two-thirds of our members from approving the bylaws change. So a
somewhat sneaky ploy was to propose only a standing rule change that required only a majority to
pass. When the vote was tallied, it was a tie! As the president I was then allowed to vote – guess
which way I voted?)
These sweeping requirements went a long way in clearing the deck to maximize safety in providing
outpatient anesthesia, but we dared not be complacent. New drugs were coming out and new
devices were evolving.
One of these devises is the electrocardiogram, which could be sneaking in under the radar by the
medical anesthesiologists. Cardiologists were finding that certain dysrhythmias were able to be
detected by an ECG and treated by a trained practitioner immediately. What if oral surgeons didn’t
get the picture, and were left behind when anesthesiologists made ECG monitoring a standard
during anesthesia? Oral surgeons would not only be left behind, they would be left below – that’s
curtains.
By a stroke of serendipity, at this crucial time when medical anesthesiologists were getting into
ECGs, a cardiologist was offering a course in electrocardiology to anesthesiologists and staff
doctors at a local hospital. As a member of the staff, I took the course. Low and behold, to my great
surprise, the things we needed to know to read an ECG and treat the critical problems were well
within the scope of oral surgeons. Now we had to get the word out. So I then studied enough about
electrocardiology to act as a teaching middleman between the cardiologists and oral surgeons.
So the word was spread. Thus we were kept in the game by introducing the routine use of
electrocardiology in our anesthesia practices.
Hear the capnography bell ringing.
The happy ending for this story is that patients now have our blessed outpatient anesthesia for a
myriad of medical procedures. Aren’t they lucky oral surgery showed the way?
W Howard Davis DDS
Addendum 1
Where I use “oral surgeon” instead of “oral and maxillofacial surgeon” relates to events that took
place before we adopted ‘maxillofacial.’
Addendum 2
There were wild rumors that our outpatient anesthesia was
not safe. We knew that was not the case, but how to prove
it? So, Jack Lytle, bless him, undertook the prodigious work
to provide several five-year studies that documented our
high degree of safety.
Addendum 3
The following should have been the opening of My
Recollections: My wife, Janie, was a wonder. Without her
genuine fondness for the folks in Europe and America,
I would not have had the doors opened so graciously
by those with whom I wished to study. Many thanks,
Sweetheart.

Howard and Janie Davis
(Janie passed away in 2012)
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